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WARNING TEXTS AND SYMBOLS
Warning levels
There are three different warning levels in this manual. These
warnings are placed right next to the text that describes the
particular hazardous operation. It is important to pay attention to
these warnings and act on them in accordance with the text that
describes them.

)
DANGER!
This means that a serious accident will occur if
this provision is not observed. This accident will
result in death, serious injury and/or damage to
property, equipment and/or environment.

)
Warning
This means that a serious accident may occur if
this provision is not observed. This accident will
result in injury and/or damage to property,
equipment and/or environment.

!
Caution
This means that an accident may occur if this
provision is not observed. This accident may
result in injury and/or damage to property,
equipment and/or environment.
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Symbols
A number of symbols occur in the text. These symbols can,
whenever this is advisable, replace the general warning symbol,
a plain exclamation mark or one inside a triangle.

Danger, general warning symbol

Danger, general warning symbol

Health hazard, general

Fire risk

Toxic

Oxidizing agent

Low temperature

Electrical voltage

Risk of slipping

Other warnings
In addition, the remark NB!  occurs in a number of instances in
the text. This mark means that no immediate hazard is present
but calls for attention in order to avoid future problems.

NB!
Denotes a risk of breakdown and/or unplanned production stop-
pages unless this instruction is followed.

~~~
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SAFETY RULES
A number of national, regional and local regulations govern
handling, hygiene, storage, etc., in the field of industrial foodstuff
production.

� Always observe current rules and legislation.
� Always observe the safety regulations and instructions that

apply to your place of work and are described in the
manual.

� Incorrect installation, handling or servicing may cause
personal injury or damage to equipment and the environ-
ment.

� Personnel who work with the equipment must possess an
adequate knowledge of the operations to be performed.

� Hence, it is vital to read, understand and comply with the
instructions contained in this manual.

General safety principles
It is hazardous to linger inside the enclosure while any compo-
nents are moving.
In general, no person should be allowed to be inside the equip-
ment while:

� any moving parts are in operation.
� moving parts can be started by persons outside the equip-

ment.

Low temperature
Wear suitable and recommended protective clothing when
working at low temperatures or with cold components.

Moving parts
The equipment contains moving parts. Never undertake any kind
of work on parts that are moving.
Take care of your fingers and do not have loose hanging cloth-
ing, jewellery or long hair, which may catch in moving parts and
cause injury or damage the equipment.

Risk of slipping
The floors in and around the equipment can be very slippery due
to water, frost, product residues or other spills.

Area of use
Use equipment solely for those purposes and products for
which it is intended. Incorrect use may result in an unfit product
and/or cause personal injury or damage equipment or the envi-
ronment.

O-1160172
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Alarms
Never disregard an alarm. Always check and remedy the cause
of an alarm before restarting the equipment.

Electricity
Work on the electrical system is the sole province of authorised
personnel. Always follow the local safety regulations. The main
switch can be locked in “off” position with a pad lock to enhance
a “Lock out tag out” routine.

Fire risk
The equipment contains inflammable refrigerants and man-made
materials (e.g., plastics). Consequently, always take safety
measures to avoid fire or explosion in operations involving heat
generation and/or a naked flame.

Refrigerant
Refrigerants are extremely hazardous should they leak. Use
only approved equipment and wear suitable protective gear
when working with refrigerants.
Always observe current regulations!

Hygiene/cleaning
In order to attain optimum results and avoid bacterial growth,
only recommended cleaning intervals, methods and chemicals
are to be used in cleaning and disinfecting the equipment.
Observe local regulations regarding clothing, hair covers, wear-
ing of jewellery, etc.

Maintenance
Maintenance work shall be carried out by authorized and trained
personnel only. Any test run required with removed guards etc.
shall be carried out with great care to avoid injuries.
Always observe the maintenance intervals recommended in the
manual. Use a platform, ladder, etc. to reach all the areas.
Never stand or climb on pipes, components or the like. These
are not attached so as to withstand a load. The component may
loosen and cause injury or damage equipment. Never stand or
walk on the belt. It will not withstand such a major load and can
be damaged.

Lighting
Frigoscandia recommends working illuminations of approx. 200
lux around the equipment. Good lighting facilitates checks and
work on the equipment while also lowering the risk of accidents.

O-1160172
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Emergency stops
These are located at the equipment and are clearly marked.

Signs and markings
Information signs (for fire-fighting appliances, flow direction in
piping, cutoff valves), warning signs (for, e.g., gas or hot water)
and signs that show a suitable evacuation route, should be fitted
at suitable locations. Follow current regulations on the design of
markings.

Hydraulics
Work on the hydraulic system may be done only by trained
personnel. Always ensure that the system is depressurised
before starting work.
Follow the manufacturer's directions with regard to service.

~~~
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HYGIENE AND CLEANING
A number of national, regional and local regulations govern
handling, hygiene, storage, etc, in the field of industrial foodstuff
production.

� Always observe current rules and legislation.
� Always observe the regulations and instructions that apply

to your place of work and are described in the manual.
� In order to attain optimum results, avoid bacterial growth

and treat the equipment with care, only recommended
cleaning intervals, methods and chemicals are to be used in
cleaning and disinfecting the equipment.

� Following the supplier's directions for use.

)
Warning
Only authorised personnel may undertake clean-
ing and disinfection operations. Incorrect or badly
implemented cleaning or disinfection may cause
personal injury.

We recommend:

• That cleaning is done only when equipment and production
have been shut down in accordance with regulations.
If cleaning is programme-controlled, the instructions in the
manual should be followed.

~~~
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Work on the electrical system may be done only by authorised
personnel and is to be undertaken in accordance with current
laws and regulations.

• Always observe the safety regulations and instructions
applying to the work site and contained in the manual.

• Always switch off the main power supply before any work
on the equipment.

)
Warning
The light circuit may remain alive even when
main switch is off.

We  recommend:

� That the equipment be continuously checked and main-
tained by authorised personnel.

• That what is known as "Lock out/tag out" should be used
when working on the equipment. This technique means that
one blocks/prevents the possibility of starting the equipment
and displays signs indicating that work on the electrical
system is in progress.

~~~
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AMMONIA
Ammonia is a toxic, colourless gas that is highly corrosive and
irritating. Readily soluble in water, it is chemically stable and has
a strongly characteristic smell. Ammonia, which is lighter than air,
expands and forms an aerosol mist on contact with air and air
humidity.

Used only approved equipment and suitable protective gear
when working with ammonia.

)
Warning
Ammonia is harmful to health and discharges
can cause peronal injury and damage the envi-
ronment.

In the event of an accident/ammonia discharge
1. Evacuate all people within the risk area. Persons exposed to

ammonia fumes should be taken to safety immediately an
made to breath fresh air.

2. Where possible, shut off the supply of ammonia.
3. In the event of an ammonia discharge, water should be

sprayed directly onto the gas and not onto the liquid ammo-
nia. If water is sprayed directly into the liquid ammonia, this
will cause a considerable gas generation that may aggravate
the situation.

4. Summon help.
5. Never take unnecessary risks.
6. Observe local regulations.

Fire risk with the use of ammonia
If ammonia is present in open areas with frequent air changes, it
is usually hard to ignite.

)
Warning
In enclosed rooms the quantity of ammonia in
the air may reach such a concentration that there
is a risk of fire and explosion.

O-1160172
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Frigoscandia recommends that ammonia detectors be installed in
all unsupervised areas where there is a risk of ammonia dis-
charge. Observe local regulations on the handling and use of
ammonia.
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DIMENSIONS (SI-SYSTEM)
GYRoCOMPACT® 400 Classic spiral freezer

NS layout

NN layout
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TECHNICAL DATA (SI - SYSTEM)
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Min. 2550*

1
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**

*

Minimum access door for intake

1. 76 mm pipe rollers to be
supplied by customer.
Lenght must exceed width
of freezer.

* Freezer without side doors
and hatches.

** NS layout incl. 76mm pipe
rollers.

*** NN layout incl. 76mm pipe
rollers.
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2400

5400

*1

*2

Subfloor
The factory floor (*1) can be used as foundation for the freezer
provided that it is flat and horizontal. Alternatively, a base can be
cast in concrete (*2).
The required tolerance across the complete surface has to be
within 8 mm.

~~~

® = Registered trade mark.
Subject to change without notice.
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS
REGARDING FREEZING
GYRoCOMPACT® freezer

Capacity

Experience and careful measurement have
shown that the most efficient evaporation
temperature is normally -40 °C (-40  °F). As shown
in the “Relative product capacity chart” it is
possible to increase capacity by lowering the
evaporation temperature, and conversely, it is
possible to raise the evaporation temperature
and thereby use less energy, reducing capacity.

Evaporation temperature

Relative product capacity chart
The infeed temperature also has an effect on the
freezing process, as shown in the diagram
“Relative holding time chart”; the lower the infeed
temperature, the shorter the holding time.

Relative holding time

Product quality demands such as fat content,
water content and product thickness can also
influence evaporation temperature, holding time
and infeed temperature. The graph shows rela-
tive holding time for a specific product ( in this
case raw single meat patties max 9.5 mm thick )
as function of the infeed temperature.
If the patties have an infeed temperature of 0 °C
= +32 °F the relative holding time will be 100%.
When the infeed temperature is raised to +5 °C =
41 °F the relative holding time is increased to
110%.

Infeed temperature

Relative holding time chart

O-1160172
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Loading the belt
Normal loading distances on a straight belt.

Example with rectangular products.

Example with round products.

For best results, the belt coverage on a straight belt should not
normally exceed 45%.

CGepytrezeerF cissalC/24/24P 67M/85M 601M/29M

1P 57.1 7.1 6.1

2P 6.1 5.1 54.1

~~~

® = Registered trade mark.
Subject to change without notice.

Min. 10 mm

LxP1L

Min. 10 mm

L LxP2
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CONDITIONS FOR GUARANTEE
It is a condition for the (Frigoscandia) guarantee that the
equipment is carefully operated as instructed and that service
and lubrication are performed at recommended intervals.

Intervals between service and lubrication
The recommended intervals between service and lubrication are
valid for one-shift operation. For two- or three-shift
operation the intervals should be shortened by half. If very hot
water is used during the cleaning down, the lubricating intervals
should be shortened by half.

Shut down for a longer period
If the equipment should be out of operation for a longer period
the following should be done:

1. The equipment should be cleaned down with extra care.
2. All bearings should be lubricated.
3. The doors should be left open for ventilation.
4. The room where the equipment is located should, if

possible, be heated.
5. It is of course advisable to carry out the essential service

and maintenance work during this time.

~~~
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WORKING PRINCIPLE

  1. Outfeed
  2. Outfeed drive unit
  3. Release plate
  4. Take up
  5. Evaporator
  6. Belt stack
  7. Belt drive
  8. Height limiter
  9. Infeed
10. Control panel
11. Operating guide
12. Fans

Products are loaded onto the belt at the infeed
unit. If the products can’t pass the height limiter,
at top of the infeed hole, the product is too high.
Products are carried into the freezer by the belt,
which is forming as a belt stack, as it enters the
freezer.
The fans circulate the air through the evapora-
tor, through the belt tiers and back to the evapo-
rator.
When the belt leaves the belt stack, the prod-
ucts are ejected out through the outfeed. The
purpose of the release plate is to release prod-
ucts which do not come loose by themselves.
The outfeed drive unit provides the necessary
force to remove frozen products from the belt.
Freezer operation is controlled and monitored
from the control panel. Temperatures are shown
on a digital display.
The belt drive, drives the wagon train on which
the belt stack is carried. The correct tension of
the belt is maintained by the take-up.
All freezer functions are stopped instantly when
any of the emergency stop push buttons, lo-
cated all around the freezer unit, is pressed.

O-1160172
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Infeed
The infeed section consists of the infeed rail and
infeed roller.
In order to protect the belt, the infeed is
equipped with a tension limit device. If the ten-
sion is too high, the tension spring will actuate a
tension switch to stop the freezer.
Glide strips are mounted on the rail to provide a
low-friction surface for the belt to ride on.
At the infeed unit, a height limiter mounted at the
infeed hole indicates when a product is too high.

13. Height limiter
14. Tension spring
15. Tension switch
16. Infeed roller
17. Infeed rail
18. Glide strips

17
18 13

15

16

14
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FRIGoBELT Drive System

20. Outfeed rail
21. Belt lifter
22. Guide rail
23. Flaps
24. Friction ring
25. Wagon
26. Wagon rail
27. Infeed
28. Drive chain
29. Main sprocket
30. Drive motor
31. Wagon tooth

Drive System

The belt enters the freezer from the infeed and
is loaded on the wagons. The belt is stacked
from below in tiers around the friction ring.
The belt stack and the wagon train are shaped
by the friction ring. Across the slope area the
stack is supported on flaps on the inside and on
the guide rail on the outside.
From the top of the stack the belt is led to the
outfeed opening via a belt lifter.

Belt drive
A drive motor connected to a helical gearbox
drives the belt from the main sprocket, via a
drive chain which engages with the teeth on the
wagons.

20

21

22

23
24

25
26

27

31

28

29

30
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Outfeed
The outfeed is equipped with a separate drive
unit, synchronized to the main drive. Its force is
sufficient to remove frozen products with the aid
of a release plate.
The drive motor with its helical gearbox drives
the outfeed roller with a chain and transmission.
Normally the drive unit is disengaged from the
chain transmission and the motor idles. When an
additional force is required, the motor is en-
gaged automatically via a free wheel coupling.

32. Chain transmission
33. Outfeed roller
34. Gearbox
35. Drive motor
36. Release plate

Belt Take-up
A belt take-up is used to compensate for
changes in belt length, i.e. to thermal expansion
and normal wear.
The belt is guided over the belt rollers to the belt
sled, which, by means of a wire with a counter-
weight in a pulley system, gives the belt the
correct tension and allows it to tighten and
slacken as necessary.

Safety system
A safety system stops the freezer if the belt
becomes too tight or slack. The switch disen-
gages the belt drive control circuit by means of
the adjustable stop rings on the wire.

37. Switch
38. Stop rings
39. Counterweight
40. Wire
41. Belt sled
42. Belt rollers

Belt return
The belt is fed back from the belt take-up to the
infeed. There are two layouts available, straight-
and U-layout.

Straight layout U-layout

~~~
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REFRIGERATION PROCESS
The air inside the equipment is cooled by an evaporator consist-
ing of numerous tube circuits, which are finned to enlarge the
surface for air contact. The fin spacing varies with the depth of
the coil, so it is wide at the air inlet and narrow at the outlet. This
ensures frost build-up with minimal air flow restriction.

1. Evaporator
2. Surge drum
3. Compressor
4. Condenser
5. Level control valve
6. Pump

Figure 1

The refrigerant is either of the natural (ammonia, carbon dioxide)
or halocarbon type. These refrigerants have very low boiling
temperature at atmospheric pressure. The refrigerant is brought
to boil inside the evaporator; the heat required is taken from the
circulated air which also passes over the product to be frozen or
chilled. Since less liquid is evaporated than is fed into the evapo-
rator, the refrigerant leaving it will be a mixture of liquid and gas.
The excessive liquid is separated in the surge drum so that only
gas is drawn into the compressor. The compressed gas, which
during compression has risen in temperature, is cooled and re
condensed to liquid in the condenser.
The refrigerant liquid is then fed back into the surge drum via a
level control valve. From the surge drum the liquid can be fed to
the evaporator either by means of a pump or simply through
gravity. When using a gravity feed, the surge drum and its liquid
level must be higher than the evaporator.
The above describes the principles of an industrial refrigeration
system, which is normally far more complex with several controls,
oil-separating equipment, etc. Many refrigeration systems also
uses two stage compressors to ensure a more efficient refrigera-
tion process.

6 5

1 2 3 4
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7 8 1

System with secondary refrigerants

1. Heat exchanger, refrigerant
to Brine

7. Cooler (often as a finned air
cooler)

8. Brine pump

Figure 2

The evaporator (Item 1 in figure 1) in a refrigeration system as
described on previous page is a heat exchanger, refrigerant to
air. It could also be a heat exchanger for refrigerant to liquid. If
liquid, cooled in a heat exchanger is used for cooling purpose, it
is called a secondary refrigerant.
The secondary refrigerant is often waterbased. Examples are
glycol/water, Brines or alcohol/water. Brine data (handling in-
structions, safety and properties) could be found in separate
material specification sheets or obtained from the supplier of the
secondary refrigerant.

Evaporator
Corrosion
Halocarbons are harmless to all common metals, whilst ammonia
rapidly corrodes copper and its alloys.
All-steel or aluminium components can be used with ammonia,
as even traces of copper in steel cause corrosion. A refrigerant
must not cause any corrosion of the materials used in the sys-
tem.

Defrosting
The instructions below refer to refrigeration installation by
Frigoscandia.
When the evaporator coils are covered with frost, so that air
circulation is restricted, defrosting is necessary.

Defrosting can be performed as:

� hot gas defrosting
� water defrosting

During defrosting the belt drive switch should be in position 0
(zero) and the refrigerant liquid supply shut off.

O-1160172
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1

2

BA

1

2

1112

10 Hot gas defrosting

10. Pipe line with hot gas
11. Pressure relief valve
12. Stop valves

Figure 3
The evaporator can be defrosted with refrigerant hot gas, from a
pipe line running directly from the compressor discharge to the
evaporator. In hot gas defrosting the evaporator has to be shut off
using stop valves. The pressure in the evaporator is controlled by
a pressure release valve which ensures that the saturation
pressure of the refrigerant is well above freezing point of water.
From this valve the condensed refrigerant liquid and remaining
hot gas is led back to the suction side. When using hot gas
defrosting, the evaporator operates as a condenser.
To be able to defrost with hot gas, there must be another (rea-
sonably large) evaporator in the same refrigeration system. If not,
hot gas will not be available.

Note!
When using hot gas defrosting, the supplied waterspraying
system for the fans must be used (see Water defrosting).

Water defrosting*
(optional for GYRoSTACK freezer)

A. Evaporator for GYRoCOMPACT freezer
B. Evaporator for GYRoSTACK freezer
1. Water defrosting valve
2. Water drainage valve
* For equipment with CIP-system there is an automatic

defrost system. See manual sheet “Function, Cleaning In
Place - CIP”.
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Water defrosting takes place with the refrigerant shut off. Water is
sprayed over the evaporator until all built-up frost is melted.

� When defrosting, shut off the refrigerant supply and switch
off the equipment.

� Close the water drainage valve and open the water defrost-
ing valve(s); the water can then drain away.

� When defrosting is completed, close water defrosting
valve(s) and open drainage valve again.

~~~
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ELECTRIC CONTROL PANEL
All freezer operations are controlled and moni-
tored from the control panel. The front of the
panel is equipped with a control board with
necessary controls for freezer operation. The
front also has the main switch, an emergency
stop push button and an alarm siren.
The interior of the panel contains the door
switch by-pass.

1. Ventilation air outlet
2. Alarm siren
3. Emergency stop
4. Panel ventilation fan
5. Control board
6. Main switch

Control board
The control board contains push buttons and
pilot lamps for the freezer operation. The board
is also equipped with fault indication lamps and
a temperature instrument.

8. Pilot lamp / activated emergency stops
9. Pilot lamp / activated safety limit switches
10. Pilot lamp / activated circuit breakers and

overload relays
11. Pilot lamp / door heating in operation
12. Air temperature inside freezer
13. Inside freezer lighting (if installed)
14. FRIGoPAK refrigeration operation start/stop

push button with pilot lamp (optional)
15. Fan start/stop push button with pilot lamp
16. Belt start/stop push button with pilot lamp
17. Belt speed potentiometer
18. Reset push button for emergency stops and

limit switches
19. Pilot lamp test button
20. Alarm silence push button
21. Holding time instrument

!
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Electrical connections
For detailed information refer to the appropriate circuit diagram
provided with the freezer.

)
Warning
The following systems remains live even when
the main switch is in position "0".

• Heating in the emergency stop push-buttons
placed inside the freezer.

• Lighting inside the freezer.

All other systems are disconnected when the main switch is in
position 0.

Heating in the emergency stop button boxes
The emergency stop push-button boxes inside the freezer are
provided with a heating resistor to secure their function at tem-
peratures below the freezing point and avoid condensation.

Lighting inside the freezer
The lighting inside the freezer is controlled either by a switch
outside the freezer or by a push button on the control panel.

Electric power system
Main switch
The main switch stops all freezer functions (except for heating in
emergency stop boxes and lighting in freezer) when set in posi-
tion '0'.

Note!
All following systems are connected after the main switch and
are disconnected when this switch is in position '0'.

Transient protection
The transient protection consists of three varistors connected to
the three phases direct after the main switch.
The function is to protect the electronic equipment in the electri-
cal panel such as the frequency converter, measuring relays,
etc, from damage by transients on the supply voltage.
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Electric control system
Emergency stops
When an emergency stop button is pressed, all functions ex-
cept the light and the door heating are switched off.
On the control board the emergency stop pilot lamp is lit, and a
acoustic signal inside the panel is activated.

The alarm is automatically activated when:

• The power is switched on (main switch is set to position 'I').
• An emergency stop button is pressed.
• After a power failure.

Mechanism safety system
The freezer is equipped with safety limit switches to protect the
drive mechanism and the belt.
If any of the safety switches is activated, the pilot lamp is lit and
the siren is activated.
The acoustic signal is silenced when the alarm silence push
button is pressed, but the pilot lamp  remains lit.
When the fault is cleared, the pilot lamp remains lit until the
alarm is acknowledged by pressing the reset push button.

Ventilation in electrical panel
A fan with filter blows ambient air into the panel for ventilation
purpose. The air leaves at the upper part of the panel through
grids with filter. The fan is running when the main switch is in
position 'I' and the thermostat contact is closed.

Acoustic alarm signal
If a fault occurs in one of the freezer systems a siren (inside the
panel) sounds, and the appropriate pilot lamp lits up.

Pilot lamp test button
When the pilot lamp test button is pressed all lamps on the panel
should be lit. If not - exchange faulty lamp or lamps.

Alarm silence/reset button
The siren is switched off when the button is pressed. The alarm
indication remains lit.

Reset push button
When the fault is cleared and the button is pressed the alarm
indication goes off.

Air temperature inside freezer
The air temperature inside the freezer is shown on the digital
instrument on the control board.

Holding time (Optional)
The Holding time is shown on a digital instrument on the control
board.MIN

60
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Door heating
The doors are equipped with heating cable. The heating auto-
matically goes on when the temperature inside the freezer is
below +3 °C. The pilot lamp is lit when the heating is in opera-
tion.

Belt drive
The belt drive is started/stopped by the push buttons. The start
button is lit when the belt is in operation. The belt speed is regu-
lated by a  potentiometer located above the belt drive start/stop
buttons.

Belt drive alarm
When any of the safety limit switches in the freezer has been
activated, the belt drive stops and an alarm is generated.
When any of the motors in the belt drive stops because of
overload or because a fault occurs in the frequency converter,
the belt drive stops and an alarm is generated.

Evaporator fans
The fans are started/stopped by the push buttons. The start
buttons are lit when the fans are in operation. If a fan stops
because of overload, an alarm is generated.

FRIGoPAK automatic operation (optional)
Refrigeration operation is selected or cancelled by pushing the
push buttons. Please note that the operation mode selector
switch on the FRIGoPAK control panel should be in the “remote”
position for automatic operation.
Please also note that when in automatic operation, the compres-
sor in the FRIGoPAK will not start immediately when “refrigera-
tion required” is selected. After refrigeration is cancelled, the
FRIGoPAK will continue to run for pump out (app. 15 min).
Occasionally the FRIGoPAK will restart in order to control the
pressure at the freezer.

~~~
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PRODUCT ZONE CLEANER - PZC
(Optional equipment)

Pump station PZC
Pictures in general

1. Air supply
2. Control box
3. Foam outlet
4. Belt air regulator
5. Belt air filter
6. Dosing valve for detergent
7. Solenoid valve for air
8. Belt air valve
9. Rinse water valve
10. Water outlet
11. Belt air outlet
12. Strainer
13. Flush valve
14. Water valve
15. Inlet pipe

Pump station PZC is an automatic low-pressure
pump station for foaming, rinsing and drying. All
necessary valves, strainers, regulators and
gauges are included. A PLC program controls
the valves.
The rinse water valve supplies the belt rinser
with approx. 100 litre/min of water. The belt air
valve supplies clean air to the belt air outlet. The
air passes through filters.
The detergent valve and the air plant supply
valve supplies approx. 150 litre/min foam for belt
foaming. The foam is a mix of approx. 10 litre of
water, 140 litre air and a small amount of chemi-
cals.
The flush valve cleans the detergent valve and
ejector of remaining chemicals. All valves in the
pump station are normally closed. For further
description and flow chart see suppliers “Direc-
tions for use”.
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Belt rinser
16. Pipe for water
19. Spray nozzles
A pipe with spray nozzles is located inside the
freezer at the infeed end. Water is introduced by
the connected pipe outside the freezer. Flat
spray nozzles create a curtain across the
running belt and rinse the mesh and side links.
The water angle from the flat spray nozzles is
dependent on water pressure. It is therefore
important to maintain the water pressure stated
in the technical data sheet.

Belt drier
17. Pipe for compressed air
18. Air nozzles
Compressed air is connected to the pipe outside
the freezer, led to the airnozzles which distrib-
utes the air across the running belt and to the
side links and dries the belt. The air nozzles are
located directly after the belt rinser.

Belt foaming
20. Water pipe
21. Spray nozzles
A pipe from the pump station supplies foam to
the nozzles which are located at the top of the
belt stack. The nozzles are wide angle, flat
spray nozzles and apply foam across the belt
and onto the side links.

20
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17 1816
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22
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25

24

Electrical controls
22. Alarm reset button
23. Start PZC button
24. Stop PZC button
25. Main switch
26. Alarm siren
Start equipment, protections, alarm devices for
motors and PLC are located in a separate
control panel inside the pump cabinet. Motors
and valves are interlocked to the emergency
system.

Alarm from tripped thermal overload relay in
motor or limit switch:

• An acoustic signal is heard and the start
button light flashes. To stop the acoustic
signal, push the “alarm reset “ button. Rec-
tify the fault and reset the overload relay.

Start-up after alarm:

• Press the “alarm reset” button to reset the
alarm in the PLC-program. Now you can
restart the cleaning process.

Sequence
• Belt runs at full speed and foam is applied on top of the belt

until the belt is completely foamed.
• Water flush of chemical nozzles in pump station.
• Belt rinse operate until the entire belt is rinsed and dried.
• Air purge blows water from pipes.
• Evaporator fans and belt drier fan run to “dry” the equipment.
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SAFETY PRECAUTION
Always make sure:
that equipment is handled by trained staff.

to understand all warning signs on the equipment.

to identify location of all emergency stops.

to wear suitable protective clothing.

that clothing, hair, etc. does not risk getting caught in the belt or
other moving parts.
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to walk carefully in or outside the freezer.
The floor may be slippery.

never to step on the belt.

to switch off the main power supply and lock with a pad lock
before any electrical work begins.

�
Warning
The light circuit may remain alive even when
main switch is off.

�
Warning
Certain components, such as fans will continue
to rotate several minutes after beeing switched
off. Do not enter the freezer before they come to
a stand still.

For further information see your Owner’s Manual - General
Information and Safety.

~~~
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SAFETY SWITCHES AND SENSORS
General position

~~~
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OPERATION

MAIN COMPONENTS

1. Cooling fans
2. Evaporator
3. Outfeed unit
4. Belt rinser
5. Belt FRIGoBELT
6. Infeed unit
7. Control panel

Safety Equipment
A. Emergency stop buttons (on outfeed unit, only CE-approved

freezers).
B. Auto/alarms for limit switches and drive system overload.
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OPERATION

Control board

8. Pilot lamp / activated emergency stops
9. Pilot lamp / activated safety limit switches
10. Pilot lamp / activated circuit breakers and overload relays
11. Pilot lamp / door heating in operation
12. Air temperature inside freezer
13. Inside freezer lighting (if installed)
14. FRIGoPAK refrigeration operation start/stop push button

with pilot lamp (optional)
15. Fan start/stop push button with pilot lamp
16. Belt start/stop push button with pilot lamp
17. Belt speed potentiometer
18. Reset push button for emergency stops and limit switches
19. Pilot lamp test button
20. Alarm silence push button
21. Holding time instrument
22. Main switch
23. Emergency stop

~~~
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BEFORE START
Precautions before starting
1. Check that no one is inside the equipment.

2. Check that the belt stacks correctly, and that all inside covers
are set in correct position.

3. Check that the belt is not stuck at in- or outfeed.
Check that the outfeed release plate is adjusted according to
product.

4. Check that all doors and water discharges are closed.
~~~
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OPERATION

STARTING

1. Turn the main switch on.

2. Start the belt drive.

3. Slowly adjust belt speed potentiometer to
achieve correct freezing time.

4. Start fans, one after the other, with 10 sec.
interval (no. depending on layout).

5. Start the refrigeration supply according to
the local refrigeration system description
and local rules and regulations.

6. Wait for correct freezing temperature.

Note!
The belt must be running when the temperature
drops below freezing point.

~~~
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DURING PRODUCTION

1. Check the air temperature.
If the air temperature increases, the holding
time must be increased. Set the belt speed
potentiometer to a lower value.

2. Listen for abnormal sounds.

Note!
Immediately stop the freezer if you hear abnor-
mal sounds.

3. Alarms
If alarm sounds, press alarm acknowledge.
Identify alarm cause, then press alarm reset

!
Caution
In case of emergency, press the emergency
stop button.

~~~
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OPERATION

STOPPING

1. Slowly reduce belt speed potentiometer.

2. Press belt stop button.

3. Stop the refrigeration supply according to
local refrigeration system instructions and to
local rules and regulations.

4. Approx. 15 min. after stopping the refrigera-
tion supply - stop fans, one after the other.

If defrosting or cleaning, open all doors and
water discharges.

~~~
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OPERATION

DEFROSTING

1. Slowly reduce belt speed.

2. Stop the belt.

3. Stop refrigeration by shuting off the supply
to the freezer according to local refrigeration
system instructions and to local rules and
regulations.

4. Open doors and water discharges

5. Run the fans for approximately 15 minutes,
or until all ice is melted. The full defrosting
procedure depends on your local regula-
tions.

Note!
Make sure entire freezer is above freezing point.
Pay special attention to steelwork under belt
stack.
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OPERATION

6. Make sure that the fans are stopped. Let
evaporator coils drip dry for about 5 min-
utes.

7. Re-start the fans. Run them for about 3-4
minutes, to dry the evaporator.

Note!
If the freezer is to be used directly after defrost-
ing, dry it completely by opening all doors and
running belt and fans for 15 minutes more.

~~~
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OPERATION

Check proper function of:
1. Loop arm.

2. Belt take-up stop rings.

3. Wheels, rollers and bushings.

4. Belt tension safety switches.

WEEKLY MAINTENANCE
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OPERATION

All emergency stops.
See opposite page.

Lubricate:
3 central grease nipples, 1-2 strokes each with
a grease gun (grease K*).

Chains on main drive and outfeed with spray
can (Oil H*).

* See Owner’s Manual, chapter 6,
for full specification of these lubricants.
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OPERATION
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CLEANING

Clean the freezer in accordance with your
local hygiene regulations.

Start belt and open air and water valves.
Run entire belt through belt rinser.
Once cleaned, close valves.

NOTE!
Never start the belt rinser if any part of the
freezer has a temperature below freezing point.

~~~
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PRODUCT ZONE CLEANER - PZC
(Optional equipment)

General
1. Set the PZC main switch to on (placed inside the pump

cabinet).
2. To manually pause the PZC at any time during operation,

press the red stop button.
Press the green start button to restart.

Note!
• Always wear proper protective clothing during cleaning.
• Use only chemicals recommended by Frigoscandia, or

equal.
• Follow suppliers safety instructions for cleaning solution.

Before start

�
Caution
Never perform cleaning when any part of the
equipment has a temperature below the freezing
point. Check especially the steel construction
under the belt stack.

1. Clean the rest of the equipment according to separate
instruction.

2. Check if the amount of detergent in the detergent container
is sufficient for the belt washing program.

3. Close the doors and open the drains.

Starting
1. Start the belt on the main control panel.
2. Set the belt speed potentiometer to required belt speed

(recommended speed ~50%).
3. Press the start button on the Pump cabinett.

The button is lit.

Detergent cycle
1. One revolution of belt is foamed with detergent.
2. The foam nozzles in the pump unit are cleaned.

Rinse cycle
� The belt is rinsed during one complete revolution.
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Drying cycle

�
Warning
The fans could be running during the drying
cycle.

1. Excess water in the system is purged by air blasts. When
finished, an alarm sounds.

2. The belt drier starts automatically.
3. Start the evaporator fans (manually). Keep doors closed.

End of cleaning
When the Product Zone Cleaning is finished, the light in the start
button goes out and a short alarm sounds repeatidly.

Stopping
1. Push the red stop button on the pump cabinett twice for a

complete stop.

Note!
If the equipment is to be used shortly after washing, it must be
thoroughly dried:

1. Open all doors.
2. Press the fans start buttons on the main control panel. Fans

start. Do not start the belt.
3. Run the fans until the freezer is dry.

~~~
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DETERGENTS AND DISINFECTANTS
Cleaning and disinfection agents may be corrosive to some of the
many different materials found in food processing equipment. For
Frigoscandia equipments, attention is made to the material
selection. Cleaning and disinfection agents are chosen with
respect of the materials in Frigoscandia equipment.

Below find proposals for products for cleaning and disinfection of
Frigoscandias equipments. The products can be used for manual
sanitation as well as sanitation using a CIPsystem.

lioslacipyT
stnenopmoc

rofstnegreteD
gninaelcraluger

tnatcefnisiD roftnegreteD
*gninaelcdicA

yrtluopdnataeM nietorpdnataF Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

hsifllehsdnahsiF nietorpdnataF Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

tiurfdnaselbategeV dnaseyD Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

setardyhobrac BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

yrekabdnadaerB tafdnasnietorP Btnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

Atnegretedro Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

maercecI staF Atnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

BtnegretedroC°06-04 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

slaemydaeR denrubdnataF Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

sudiser BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

* When/if necessary to remove scale etc. use acid detergent.

Note!
The specified concentrations must be kept to ensure sufficient
inhibition. Temperature should be close to or higher than the
melting point of the fat.
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Recommended detergents and disinfectants or
comparable from other suppliers

tnegreteD noitpircsedtrohS lekneH
balocE

A cinoinondnacinoinadnaetahpsohpnodesabtnegagninaelcenilakladliM
.stnatcafrus

21xapot-3P

B ,)ssendrahretawdnibot(stnegagnixelpmochtiwtnegagninaelcenilaklA
nokcattatneverpot(etacilisdnaedixordyhmuidos,tnatcafruscinoinon

.)muinimula

71xapot-3P

C .tnatcafruscinoinondnadicacirohpsohpnodesabtnegagninaelcdicA
.slatemtsomnokcattaecuderrotneverpotsrotibihninoisorrocsniatnoC

65xapot-3P

D .tnatcafruscinoinondnadicacitcalnodesabtnegagninaelcdicadliM
.slatemtsomrofelbatiuS.srotibihninoisorrocsniatnoC

85xapot-3P

*E muidos,edixordyhmuidosnodesabtnegagninaelcenilaklagnortS
nokcattatneverpot(etacilis,)lioscinagronwodkaerbot(etirolhcopyh

.tnatcafruscinoinondna)muinimula

86xapot-3P

F retawdnibot(stnegagnixelpmochtiwtnegagninaelcenilaklagnortS
stnatcafruscinoinondna)ssendrah

91xapot-3P

*G muidos,edixordyhmuidosnodesabtnegagninaelcenilaklagnortS
.tnatcafruscinoinondna)lioscinagronwodkaerbot(etirolhcopyh

66xapot-3P

tnatcefnisiD

M gnimaofwolsitcudorpehT.etatecaenimanodesabtnatcefnisidlartueN
.evisorroctondna

99xapot-3P

* These detergents are based on chloride, and could oxidize
materials such as PVC, Polyuritan, POM and galvanized
steel.  When using this detergent, it is of most importance
with careful rinsing in order to get rid of all detergent.

For information of materials used in Frigoscandia equipments see
Manual sheet “Materials in freezer”.

~~~
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MATERIALS IN EQUIPMENT
In the table below the materials are listed together with influence
of the recommended detergents on these materials.

*** Excellent

** Good

* Suitable

0 Conditionally suitable

- Not suitable

1) See manual sheet “Operation, Detergents and disinfectants”
2) Omni-Lite belt only on GYRoSTACK.
3) Avoid using detergents based on chloride and

with PH value under 4.

~~~

lairetaM .cepS nidesU tnegreteD )1 tnatcefnisiD )1

A B C D E M

leetssselniatS 3332SS tleb,royevnoC *** *** *** *** *** ***

muinimulA 0214SS gniteehs,eninazzeM *** *** ** *** ** ***

)dezinavlag(leetsnobraC
2131SS
2141SS

naf,roolf,dnatslioC ** ** * ** ** ***

dezinavlagpidtoH rotaropavE ** ** * ** ** ***

"enelyhteyloP" EP-DH etiL-inmO,spirtsedilG )2 *** *** *** *** *** ***

latecayloP )3 MOP stekcorps,sgnilaeS *** ** ** ** 0 ***

tsalpomrehT )3 sgnilaeS *** *** *** *** 0 ***

lositsalP CVP slenaperusolcnE *** *** *** *** *** ***

enociliS gnikluaC *** *** *** *** *** ***

tniaP srotoM *** *** *** *** ** ***
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WEEKLY MAINTENANCE
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Outfeed
A. Release plate
B. Adjusting screws

Check the condition of the release plate and
springs:

1. Adjust the plate according to the product.
Sticky products - closer to the belt
Non-sticky products - a little away from the
belt.

2. Adjust with the two adjusting screws.

Belt take-up
C. Switch
D. Loop arm
E. Stop ring
F. Weight
G. Wire
H. Sled

Take-up sled position check:
The take-up sled is allowed to move between its
outer positions.

� Check the sled position under different
conditions (temperatures, loads etc.)

If the sled is too close to one of it's outer posi-
tions, the belt length has to be adjusted accord-
ingly (see manual sheet  “Adjusting length of
FRIGoBELT”).

Switch function check:

1. Lift the loop arm. The alarm sound and the
limit switch indication on the control panel
light up.

2. Silence and reset the alarm.

Note!
During  a running-in period, the belt length has
to be checked more frequently.

A B

G

H

F

E

D

C
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Emergency stops
Function check:

Note!
Factory safety regulations may over rule this
check procedure.

1. Operate the button or pull the cord for each
switch.

2. Check on the control panel that the relevant
symbol lights up and the alarm sounds.

3. Check the heating in the emergency stop
box.

Silence and reset the alarm after each switch
check.

Total numbers of emergency stops 4 (5*)
- Inside each door 2
- On the wall inside the freezer 1
- On the control panel 1
- On the outfeed unit
  (only CE-approved freezers) 1*

~~~
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3
21

5

4

MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
When performing monthly maintenance also carry out weekly
maintenance.
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Infeed
Check on the plastic glide strips:
1. Remove the infeed guards.
2. Check plastic glide strip (A), on which the

FRIGoBELT rides, for wear, deep scratches
and deformation. Replace if necessary.

Function check on rollers:

• Check that both rollers rotate and are fixed
to the shaft in correct position.

Main drive chain
Main drive chain condition and tensioner
function:

1. Check the chain engagement to the wagon
teeth.

2. Check the condition of the drive chain
visually.

3. Check the chain tension. The correct chain
tension is achieved when the chain
tensioner is 30 mm from its bottom position.

4. Check chain elongation; max. length over 10
links = 515 mm.

Note!
During a running in period, the chain tension
should be checked once a week.

Glide strips wear check:

� Check the glide strips which support the
chain.

Chain tensioner

A

30 mm
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Wagon train
Wagon train length check:

1. Check the distance (B) from the bottom
edge in the slope to the place where the
outer wagon wheels are lifting from the rail.
This distance should be approx. 150 mm on
a new freezer and will decrease to 0 during
the running-in period. Later on adjustments
can be made to the coupling links between
the wagons. Also see yearly maintenance.

2. With a lever between the friction ring and the
wagon, nearest to center of horizontal
section of the rail, pry wagon away from
friction ring. Remove lever and allow wagon
to rest on rail. Then measure the space
between friction ring plastic and stainless
steel guide on wagon (C). If dimension C
exceeds 10 mm adjust evenly all wagon
couplings until dimension C is 0 mm and/or
B is 0 - 50 mm.

D. Horizontal part of wagon rail
E. Wagon
F. Flap
G. Flap pusher

Wagon-to-flap relationship check:

� To ensure a proper loading of the belt from
wagons (E) to friction ring flaps (F), make
sure that the wagons are at least 2 mm
higher than the flaps.

This check can be done from inside the friction
ring by pushing out the flaps manually from a
point where the flap button is in line with leading
edge of the flap pusher. If not, the wagon wheels
and/or bushings have to be replaced.

B

C

E

D

F

G
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Belt FRIGoBELT
H. Link foot
I. Cross rod
J. Weld
K. Tab
L. Link clearance

1. Remove the guards on the infeed and make
checks here with the belt running.

2. Put a mark on the belt and run the entire belt
through.

3. Check that the underside of the link foot
shows no signs of excessive wear.

4. Check that the cross rods are straight.
5. Check that the welds on the link feet are

intact.
6. Check that the side links are straight and

square to the cross rods.
7. Check that the link foot on the inside belt-

edge is not deformed or has any sharp
edges.

8. Check that there is clearance (0.5 - 2 mm)
between the links.

9. Check that the tabs are in their normal
position, approx. 45° to the cross rods.

10. Check the mesh for damage.
11. Also check the entire belt stack for irregu-

larities.

L

I

H

J

K

K» 45°
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Belt support
M. Upper belt guides
N. Central bearing
O. Guide rail
P. Wear strips
Q. Flap buttons
R. Flap pusher

Check level of guide rail:

1. To ensure a proper loading of the belt from
wagons to glide strip, make sure the wag-
ons are at least 2 mm higher than the glide
strip. Adjust the guide rail as necessary.

2. Check the wear of the glide strip which
support the belt.

Friction ring and belt stack
Wear strips condition check:

� Check the wear strips for wear. Maximum
wear depth = 2 mm.

Upper guide condition check:

� Check the upper belt guides for wear. Maxi-
mum wear depth = 5 mm.

Central bearing check:

1. Listen for odd noise from the central bear-
ings.

2. Check that the lubrication pipes are intact.

Flap button wear check:

� Check that the flap buttons are not de-
formed (from inside the friction ring).

Flap pusher glide strips wear check:

� Check the wear of the glide strip on the flap
pusher (from the inside of the friction ring).

P

Q

M

N

O

R
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Outfeed
S. Side guides

T. Belt drive sprocket
U. Idler sprocket
V. Chain tensioner
W. Drive sprocket + free wheel coupling

Belt lifter side guides wear check:

� Check the side guides (S) for wear.

Drive and idler sprockets wear check:

1. Check the outfeed drive and idler sprockets
for wear.

2. Check the belt drive sprockets for wear.
Wear

Chain tensioner function check:

1. Check drive chain condition.
2. Check chain tensioner condition and posi-

tion.

Freewheel coupling function check:

1. Check the coupling by pulling the outfeed
motor backwards manually and make sure
that the coupling disengages.

2. Then pull the motor forwards and make sure
the coupling engages immediately.

S

V

U

W

T
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Evaporator and fans
X. Spray nozzles
Y. Drain valve

Evaporator check:

� Open the drain valve and drain the evapora-
tor for oil. This has to be done by a qualified
refrigeration engineer using the necessary
personal protection to avoid hazards [only
R717 (ammonia) plants].

Note!
Safety precautions. To be observed when work-
ing with refrigerant. See chapter “Safety”.

� Check that the water defrosting spray
nozzles are not clogged. Also check that the
valves are not leaking when closed.

Fan bearing check:

� Check the fan bearings for noise.

Insulated enclosure
Seal leakage and enclosure damage check:

1. Check the door rubber seals condition and
make sure that they are not damaged.

2. Check the enclosure for damage.
3. Check panel joint seals. Repair immediately

with silicone sealant if necessary.
4. Check and, if necessary, adjust the door

hardware.
5. Check the pipe and cable penetration seals.

Repair if necessary.

Y

X
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Electric equipment
Check the following:

1. Pilot lights on the control panel.
2. Bulbs for the internal lighting.
3. Door heating function.
4. Condition of ventilation air filters on the

control panel, replace if needed.

Note!
Thermostat switches for all heating functions on
when temp. inside freezer is below freezing
point.

~~~

!
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YEARLY MAINTENANCE
When performing yearly maintenance also carry out weekly and
monthly maintenance.
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H

I

Outfeed
• Check adjustment (level) of plastic blade

(A).

Wagons
B. Wagonteeth
C. Coupling
D. Nut (torque 200Nm)
E. Nut (torque 160Nm)
F. Outer ring
G. Inner ring

Wagon coupling and teeth wear check:

1. Check the play in the coupling according to
figure.

2. Check that the coupling nuts are tight.
Torque (E) 160 Nm. Torque (D) 200 Nm.

3. Check the wagon teeth for wear and dam-
age.

Coupling wear
Max. wear New

Wagon wheels and bushings wear check:

1. Check the wheel wear by means of a calli-
per scale.

2. Wheel diameter unworn = 75 mm.
3. Check bushings play by means of a wire

gauge or wire of known diameter. Normal
play in a new freezer (when warm) = 0.55
mm.

4. The total wear on wagon wheels (H) and
wheel bushings (I) may not exceed 2 mm.

H + I - 0.55 = Max 2.0 mm

5 - 10

A

B

D

F

G

C
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J

KK

1 - 4 mm

1 - 4 mm

Friction ring Friction ring
Wagon guide adjustment check:

� Check wagon guide adjustment (see
sketch).

The leading edge must be 1-4 mm closer to the
centre than the friction ring and the trailing edge
1-2 mm further away from the centre than the
edge of the friction ring.

Wagon guide

Main drive and idler sprockets
Wear check:

1. Check the main drive and idler sprockets for
wear. Maximum wear = 2 mm at the tooth
root.

2. Check bearings for noise and play.
3. Check that the lubrication pipes are intact.

Infeed
H = Max. product height 45 mm.

L. Spring
M. Switch
N. Infeed guards

Function check of tension switches
1. Set all switches except the main switch to

position 0.
2. Remove the infeed guards, both sides.
3. Check by pressing in the switch that there

is an alarm and indication on the electric
panel. Check both sides.

4. Silence and reset the alarm.
5. Check that the distance between switch and

striker plate is 0.5 - 1.0 mm.
6. Check the length of the spring.

L
M

0.5 - 1.0

32

N

M L

H

J
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Bearing and bushing wear check:

1. Remove infeed guards.
2. Check bearings and bushings for wear.

Max. radial play in bearings = 3 mm.

Take-up
O. Wire roller
P. Stop rings
Q. Belt roller
R. Take-up sled
S. Wheels
T. Glide strips

Wheels, rollers and glide strips wear check:

1. Check the wheels on the take-up sled for
wear.

2. Check the belt rollers for wear.
3. Check the glide strips between outfeed and

take-up for wear.

Bearings and bushings wear check:

1. Check the distances between the stop rings
and their location within the belt sled normal
movements.

2. Check the bearings on the rollers for wear.
3. Check the bearings on the take-up sled for

wear.
4. Check that wire rollers and wires are free.

Return rail (U) glide strips wear check:
� Check the glide strips for the belt return rail.

T

S

R

Q

P

O

U
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Evaporator
Fan bearings

� Check the fan bearings for noise

Electrical equipment
Check:
1. Rubber seal in control panel door for leak-

age.
2. Junction boxes for leakage.
3. Cables for damage.

Steel work
Corrosion check:

� Check the entire steel construction for
corrosion and paint with zinc rich paint when
necessary.

~~~
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LUBRICATION
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Main drive - Chains
Weekly
� Check visually the chain lubrication. Renew

the oil film by using a spray can with oil
according to lubrication overview.

Note!
Only a thin oil film. No drops.

Main drive - Gearbox
A. Condensation drainage
B. Oil level plug
C. Oil drain plug
D.  Air vent/oil filling

Monthly
� Check the oil-level in the gearbox by loosen-

ing the red-painted plug (B). The oil level
should reach the plug hole.
Originally filled with oil according to lubrica-
tion overview.

Yearly
Change the oil:

1. Drain the oil by removing the nut and plug
(C) and air vent plug (D).

2. When the gearbox has been emptied
remount the plug and nut (C) and remove
the plug (B).

3. Top up with oil through (D) until the level
reaches the plug hole (B). Use oil according
to lubrication overview

4. Remount all plugs.

B

D A

C
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Outfeed - Gearbox
E. Oil filling plug/air vent. plug
F. Oil level plug (positioned on opposite side)
G. Oil drain plug

Monthly
� Check the oil-level in the gearbox by loosen-

ing the red-painted plug (F). The oil level
should reach the plug hole. Originally filled
with oil according to lubrication overview.

Yearly
Change the oil:

1. Remove the plug (G) and air vent plug (E).
2. When the gearbox has been emptied re-

mount plug (G) and remove the plug (F).
3. Top up with oil through (E) until the level

reaches the plug hole (F). Use oil according
to lubrication overview

4. Remount all plugs.

Outfeed - Chain
H. Chain
I. Freewheel coupling

Monthly
� Lubricate the outfeed drive chain. Use spray

can with oil according to lubrication over-
view.

Note!
Only a thin film of oil. No drops!

Outfeed - Freewheel coupling
Monthly
� Check the oil level in the free wheel coupling.

If necessary fill up with oil according to
lubrication overview.

F

E

G

I

H
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Central bearing and chain
sprockets
Weekly
Grease the central bearing and the chain sprock-
ets with grease according to lubrication overview.
All 3 nipples are centrally located and greasing is
performed with a grease gun.

~~~

   Grease
   nipples
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RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS
Oils
Oil A, B
For use in hydraulic systems. Ambient temperatures between
+40 °C and -50 °C

Examples:
BP Energol SHF - LT 15
Esso Univis J 13
Mobil DTE 11
Shell Tellarctic

Oil C
For lubrication of Kopp-variators.

Examples:
BP Energol CS 10
Esso Spin Way 10
Mobil Mobilfluid 62
Shell Vitrea Oil 10

Oil D, E
For lubrication of standard gearboxes. Ambient temperatures
between +40 °C and -5 °C.

Examples:
BP Energol GR - XP 220
Esso Loadway EP 220
Mobil Mobil gear 630
Shell Omala 220

Oil F
For lubrication of standard gearboxes. Ambient temperatures
down to -50 °C.

Examples:
BP Bartran HV 15
Esso Hydraulolja SH 15
Mobil SHC 624
Shell Tellus Oil T 15
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Oil G, H
For lubrication of roller chains. Ambient temperatures down
to -50 °C.

Examples:
Mobil Pyrolube 830 (spray)
Klüber Klüberoil 4UH1-15 (spray)

Oil J
Foodstuff approved oil for lubrication of FRIGoDRIVE drive
system. Ambient temperatures down to -50 °C :

Example:
Frigoscandia Formula 410

Oil N
For lubrication of PIV variators

PIV Varifluid (No alternatives)

Oil P
For lubrication of worm gears. Ambient temperatures down
to -30 °C.

Examples:
BP Energol GR - XP 150
Esso Loadway EP 150
Mobil Mobil gear 629
Shell Omala 150

Oil S
Foodstuff approved oil for lubrication of gearboxes in
GYRoSTACK  freezers. Ambient temperatures down to - 40 °C.

Note!
These oils are not to be mixed with other oil qualities.

Examples:
STATOIL Glycolube 150
Frigoscandia FLTO

Oil T
For lubrication of worm gearboxes. Ambient temperatures
between +40°C and -5 °C.

Examples:
Mobil Glygole 80

Shell Tivela oil WB

Klüber Syntheso D 220 EP
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Oil U
Foodstuff approved oil for lubrication of FRIGoDRIVE drive
system. Ambient temperatures between  0 °C and +40 °C:

Example:
Klüber Klüberoil  4UH1-100

Grease
Grease K
For lubrication of roller bearings.  Ambient temperatures down
to -50 °C.

Examples:
BP Energrease LT 2
Esso Unirex Lotemp EP
Mobil Mobilgrease 28
Shell Syntix 100
SKF LGLT 2

Grease L
For lubrication of roller bearings. Ambient temperatures down
to -30 °C.  More water resistant than Grease K.

Examples:
BP Energrease LS - EP 2
Esso Uni - Way EP 2 N
Mobil Mobilgrease HP
Shell Alvania EP 2
SKF LGEP - 2

Grease M
For lubrication of chains in FRIGoDRIVE drive systems.

Example:
Klüber Isoflex Topas NCA 52

Grease R
For use in central lubrication system in GYRoSTACK freezers.
Ambient temperatures down to -40 °C

Examples:
Frigoscandia FLTG
Klüber Klübersynth UH1 14-1600

~~~
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ADJUSTING LENGTH OF
FRIGOBELT  BELT

Note!
If the belt has to be taken out of the freezer, we
recommend you to consult Frigoscandia.

The splicing shall be done at the outer infeed
rail.

1. Remove the guards on the infeed.
2. For protection of the glide strips and the belt

washer, put a plate or a wood between the
belt and the glide strips.

3. Pull spare belt from the take-up.
4. Thread 2-3 rods through the belt just behind

the infeed rollers to prevent belt slipping
after cutting.

Cutting the belt
1. Cut the rod at the front end of the link. Cut

both sides. Use a cutting wheel with a small
diameter.

2. Pull out the rod from the mesh.
3. Check that the belt length is correct. This is

easiest done by checking the take-up sled
position (also see weekly maintenance).

4. Cut the belt to correct length.
5. Remove the rod ends by careful grinding of

the side links. Ensure that the link foot is not
weakened.
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Welding the belt
1. Disconnect the frequency converter.

Do this in spite of all other recommenda-
tions!

2. Check that the protection, plate or wood,
between the belt and infeed glide strips, is
correctly placed.

3. Fasten the earth clamp as close to the
welding places as possible.

4. Weld the rod to the links on both sides of the
belt. Use stainless steel electrodes !

5. Check that there are clearance between the
links.

A. Earth clamp
B. Plate or wood
C. Stainless steel electrode

Important !
After welding, make sure that no links are
burned through and that no drops are created on
the underside of the links.
Burns, drops and splatter from welding is to be
removed and the link underside polished.
Make sure that the link foot is properly aligned.
This is to ensure that the belt runs smoothly and
to avoid unacceptable wear on the glide strips.

~~~
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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PRODUCT ZONE CLEANER - PZC
(Optional equipment)

Preventive maintenance
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Belt rinser
A. Spray nozzles

Monthly
• Check the spray nozzles and make sure they

are not clogged. Also check that the nozzles
are correctly positioned. The spray pattern
should be across the belt.

Belt drier
B. Air nozzles

Monthly
• Check the air nozzles and make sure they

are not clogged.

Belt foaming
C. Spray nozzles

Monthly
• Check the spray nozzles and make sure that

they are not clogged. Also check that the
nozzles are correctly positioned. The spray
pattern should be across the belt.

B

A

C
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Pump cabinet
(See also suppliers manual)

D. Reducing valve for belt air
E. Belt air pressure gauge
F. Belt air filter
G. Regulating valve for chemicals
H. Reducing valve for air
I. Air pressure gauge
J. Water pressure gauge
K. Air filter
L. Flow switch
M. Strainer
N. Water valve
O. Electric motor

Monthly
1. Check pipes and hoses for water or air

leakage.
2. Check that the water valve closes completely

as a leaking valve may cause belt damage
and stop production.

3. Check that the  water and air pressure
gauges function.

4. Check the hose filter at the end of the chemi-
cal hose and make sure it is not clogged.

5. Check the regulating valve for chemicals and
the reducing valve for air.

6. Check the flow switch.
7. Check the pump and the electric motor for

abnormal noise and vibrations.

Yearly
1. Check the trap strainer basket and clean it

as necessary.
2. Check the air filter.

~~~
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